Adaptive attention-driven speech enhancement for EEG-informed hearing prostheses.
State-of-the-art hearing prostheses are equipped with acoustic noise reduction algorithms to improve speech intelligibility. Currently, one of the major challenges is to perform acoustic noise reduction in so-called cocktail party scenarios with multiple speakers, in particular because it is difficult-if not impossible-for the algorithm to determine which are the target speaker(s) that should be enhanced, and which speaker(s) should be treated as interfering sources. Recently, it has been shown that electroencephalography (EEG) can be used to perform auditory attention detection, i.e., to detect to which speaker a subject is attending based on recordings of neural activity. In this paper, we combine such an EEG-based auditory attention detection (AAD) paradigm with an acoustic noise reduction algorithm based on the multi-channel Wiener filter (MWF), leading to a neuro-steered MWF. In particular, we analyze how the AAD accuracy affects the noise suppression performance of an adaptive MWF in a sliding-window implementation, where the user switches his attention between two speakers.